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East Side TNT Meeting, May 11, 2021 

In Attendance 

Linda Ervin Ken Garno 

David Maynard- Note Taker Tim Rice 

Beverly Griffin Cydney Johnson 

Shavel Edwards Jonathan Hood 

Paul Havey- Facilitator Capt. Lynch 

Stephan Joe Driscoll 

Marilyn Zeleon Sharon Sherman 

Matt Oja  

 

Minutes from last meeting: Sharon Sherman motioned to approve Ken Garno seconded.  Unanimous 

vote for approval.  

Linda Ervin- Reports out on the progress and somewhat of the lack of progress, on delivering vaccine to 

the masses. Legitimate concern from the public. The county’s vaccination rate sits in the high 40’s 

multiple measures being enacted to bring that number up. 

Matt Oja- reports on the success of the deer culling program. 15 culled from our sector. In the 60’s 

overall 

Joe Driscoll reports out on dirt bike legislation plan calls for heavy fines, especially for unregistered 

vehicles. The fines serving as a deterrent for folks to ride unregistered vehicles. Joe also answers 

Sharon’s question regarding a mural project and Joe explains that preference will be made toward local 

artist to paint the mural.  

Capt. Lynch reports that he has been visiting local apartment complexes to identify apartments where 

drug activity may be evident and look at code violations. Sharon agrees that this is a problem that will 

have to be dealt with. Capt. Lynch also asks Joe D about the status of dirt bike legislation and Joe reports 

it is a passionate issue for many counselors.  

Future meetings idea. 

1. Education- invite school board candidates and representatives from the SCSD to discuss and 

react to SCSD policy and give the candidates the opportunity to present ideas on how they may 

react to SCSD policy. 

2. Discussion of the progress of, and effects of, the 5G system  

3. Discussion of mental health in the region and what is being done to help those young and old to 

suffer from mental health issues.  

The East Side Facilitators will brain storm additional ideas.  

 


